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Technical Support
If you have difficulties using NCH Tone Generator please read the applicable topic before
requesting support. If your problem is not covered in this user guide please view the up-to-date
NCH Tone Generator Online Technical Support at www.nch.com.au/tonegen/support.html .
If that does not solve your problem, you can contact us using the technical support contacts
listed on that page.

Software Suggestions
If you have any suggestions for improvements to NCH Tone Generator, or suggestions for
other related software that you might need, please post it on our Suggestions page at
www.nch.com.au/suggestions/index.html
.
Many of our software projects have been undertaken after suggestions from users like you.
You get a free upgrade if we follow your suggestion.
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Introduction
Thank you for using Tone Generator. Tone Generator lets you create audio test tones, sweeps
or noise waveforms using your computer or a PDA handheld.

Typical Applications
Generation of test tones in radio and other studios for the alignment of levels
Calibration and testing of audio equipment or speakers
As an accurate reference tone for tuning music instruments
Demonstration of audio principles to students
Acoustics testing and equalization
Quality control and testing of sound cards
White noise generator
Audio band signaling
Hearing tests (under suitable medical supervision)
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Features
Sine wave, square wave, triangular waveform, saw tooth waveform, impulse, white noise,
pink noise, brown noise, blue noise, violet noise, and grey noise.
Supports frequencies from 1Hz to 22kHz bandwidth (subject to sound card)
Multiple simultaneous tones (1 to 16 tones can be created at the same time). Useful for
creating harmonics
Mono or separate stereo operation (ideal to create dual tones or 'beats')
Tone Sweeps (Log or Linear)
Plays tone or saves as .wav file
l

l
l

l
l
l

System Requirements
Windows: 2000/XP/2003/Vista/2008/Windows 7 and 8
A sound card
l
l

Related Audio Software
NCH Software develops many other audio software applications. If Tone Generator is not
exactly what you are looking for, please visit our software page to download many other
programs.
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Working with Tones
NCH Tone Generator allows you to create, save and play tones.
A tone can be as simple as a sine wave of a given frequency. It can also be as complex as a
stereophonic tone, where each channel consists of a number of simultaneous tones of different
frequency settings. Attributes of tones can be changed either via the Tone menu, via the small
toolbar, or via the context menu brought up by right clicking the tone items.
Tones can be saved as either a wave file (.wav) or a tone file (.tdf). Note that tones of
unspecific durations, or to be played repeatedly, cannot be saved in wave format.

Step 1. Select the Tone using the Tone menu
-Number of Tones
NCH Tone Generator can create up to 16 simultaneous tones. This can be useful for creating
harmonics or beats.
Select the number of tones using the "Number of Tones" item of the Tone menu. The default
number of tones is 1.

-Constant (Continuous)
If you select a "Constant (Continuous)" tone, it does not have a limited duration and will play
forever.

-Constant (Specified Duration)
Selecting this option means that the tone is constant (does not change frequency), but will only
play for a specified duration. The duration is specified in the Tone Details List (see below).

-Sweep (Linear)
If you select this option, you will be able to specify the start and end frequency of each tone.
The time-frequency movement is linear (e.g., 100Hz per second).

-Sweep (Log)
This is also a tone sweep, but the time-frequency movement is exponential (e.g., 1 octave per
second).

-Mono / Stereo
-
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By default, NCH Tone Generator creates a mono tone. If you select stereo, different tones can
be created in the left and right speakers. This can be useful to create 'beats'.

-Sine Waveform
The Sine/Cosine waveform is the most pure waveform because it contains no harmonics. It is
recommended for level calibration (because it is not affected by frequency response).

-Square Waveform
The square waveform sounds harsh because it contains many higher order odd harmonics. It
can be useful when the waveform is viewed after being processed.

-Triangular Waveform
The triangluar waveform is composed by the fundamental and its odd harmonics, which roll off
much faster than in the case of the square wave.

-Sawtooth Waveform
The sawtooth waveform contains a blend of both odd and even harmonics. Sawtooth waves
often form the basis for virtual music synthesizers.

-Impulse Waveform
This waveform can be useful when analyzing the impulse response function of an audio
process.

-White Noise
White noise is the noise created by a random signal. It sounds like an un-tuned television set.
It is useful for testing the frequency response of a room or audio process.
White noise has more energy in the higher frequency bands, therefore it sounds brighter than
pink noise (see below). Noise does not have a frequency.

-Pink Noise
Pink noise is similar to white noise except that it has an equal amount of energy in each octave
(down to 20Hz). This can be more useful than white noise when analyzing the signal on an
octave scale.
Because pink noise has more bass energy than white noise, it sounds muffled.
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-Brown Noise
Brown noise is very similar to pink noise except that it has a spectrum that falls off at 6 dB per
octave, whereas pink noise is 3 dB per octave. This results in a very similar noise with a lower
tone.

-Blue Noise
Blue noise emphasizes higher frequency components, increasing in strength by 3 dB per
octave.

-Violet Noise
Violet noise is just like blue noise with an increase of 6 dB per octave yielding noise of a higher
tone.

-Grey Noise
Grey noise has a power spectrum that is designed to align with the human psychoacoustic
equal loudness contour, such that the noise sounds equally loud at all frequencies.

Step 2. Set the Tone Details (Frequencies / Duration/ Amplitude)
The details of a tone (each frequency and duration) are displayed and edited using the Tone
Data list on the main window of NCH Tone Generator. To edit the value of an item, double click
on it (or select it and press Enter).
-Frequency
This is the frequency of the tone in Hz. This can be between 1Hz and 22000Hz (if supported by
your sound card).
For musicians, the reference "concert" is 440Hz.
You can move up or down octaves using the PageUp or PageDown keys, or configure the +/keys to increment or decrement by a frequency of your choice in the Tone Interval section of
the Options dialog.
The Note Selector allows you to quickly choose the exact musical note you want. Expand or
collapse the Note Selector by clicking on its title. It will only expand when it makes sense for it
to be used. For example, White Noise does not have a frequency, and so the Note Selector is
disabled when White Noise is selected.
The Note Selector consists of a table of note buttons, ranging from C0 to B8, and a frequency
slider. Clicking a note button will change the selected frequency to the frequency of that note.
Some notes of interest are:
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-Concert A:
-A4
-Middle C:
-C4
-Lowest note on most pianos:
-A0
-Highest note on most pianos:
-C8
-Notes of the strings on a standard-tuned guitar (lowest to highest):
-E2, A2, D3, G3, B3, E4

At the bottom of the Note Selector is the Frequency Slider. Click and drag the red bar on the
Frequency Slider to adjust the current frequency.

-Duration
Unless you have selected the "Constant (Continuous)"

-Variable Amplitudes
When the Variable Amplitudes menu item has been enabled from the Tone menu, you may
enter relative amplitudes for all the tones in your list. The amplitude can be entered for each
separate tone in decibels in the range from 0 dB (full volume) to -127 dB.

Step 3. Play the Tone
To start the tone, press either the Space bar on your keyboard, or the Play button on the Tone
Generator toolbar. To stop, press the Esc key, or the Stop button on the Tone Generator
toolbar.
The volume can be adjusted using the volume slider at the bottom of the main window. You
might also need to select the correct Sound Play Device using the Options dialog.
You can set the NCH Tone Generator software to automatically start tone playback whenever
it runs by ticking the "Automatically start tone playback when Tone Generator runs" check box
in the Options dialog.
If you are using NCH Tone Generator to create a continuous tone, you can also create a
shortcut to it in the Windows Start / Programs / Startup folder to make it run automatically when
the computer is started.
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Tone List
You can also create a list of tones with which a sequence of tones can be played one after
another.
A list can be created by selecting New List in the File menu.
A tone list accepts tone files (.tdf), wave files (.wav), other tone lists (.tdl), or silences of specific
durations as its components. To add a tone or a sequence of tones to the tone list, click the
Add Tone button in the Tone List dialog. Only tones of finite duration can be added to a list. To
add a session of silence, click the Add Silence button and specify the duration of the silence in
milliseconds.
A component in a tone list can be moved up or down in the list by selecting the component in
the Tone List dialog and clicking the Move Up or Move Down buttons.
A component in a tone list can be removed from the list by selecting the component and
clicking the Remove button.
Upon clicking the OK button in the Tone List dialog, if the list contains unsaved modifications
the modified list is saved to a temporary list, and this temporary tone list is loaded in the main
dialog as an unsaved list.
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Keyboard Shortcuts
The following list shows shortcuts for the most common tasks used in Tone Generator:
Increase Tone Value Num++
Decrease Tone ValueNum+Edit Tone Value Enter
Play/Stop Spacebar
Stop Esc
Add a tone to the list Ctrl+A
Delete a tone from the list Delete
Clear all tones from the list but the first Ctrl+C
Edit with WavePad Ctrl+E
Save Tone Ctrl+S
Open program Options Ctrl+O
Open Help F1
Exit Tone Generator Alt+F4
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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Options
The Options dialog can be brought up by clicking the Options button in the toolbar, or by
selecting Options in the File menu.

General
Automatically start tone playback when Tone Generator runs
Check it if you want Tone Generator to play the last tone loaded from the previous run.

Sound Play Device
The device through which Tone Generator plays out tones can be selected from the Device
drop-down menu.

Sample Rate
The sample rate of the tone which you can choose from the drop-down list.

Tone Interval
From the Tone Interval section you can specify the step the frequency of the tone should
increase or decrease when you chose to increase/decrease from either the menu or the small
toolbar, or when you press +/- on your keyboard. The step can be specified in Hz or in integer
multiples of semitones (up to 12 semitones per step).
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Related Programs
You may find the following list of software useful in conjunction with NCH Tone Generator:
Wavepad Audio Editor . A sophisticated and full featured program for editing audio
recordings. Use it with Tone Generator to create new sounds for your audio projects.
Express Burn CD Writer . Burn your recordings to CD with this easy to use
CD/DVD/Blu-ray burning software.
Switch Audio Converter. Convert recordings to different audio formats using this fast and
easy conversion tool.
MixPad . Powerful, no-fuss multi-track mixing software designed for professional audio
production.
A full list of great software products available from NCH Swift Sound.
l

l

l

l

l
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NCH Software Suite
This is a useful way to browse all the software available from NCH Software
You can see a set of products by type like Audio, Video and so on and view the product. From
there you can try out the product and it will download and install it for you to trial. If you already
have the product installed then you can click "Run It Now" and the program will be launched for
you.
There is also a list of features for products in the category. Click on a feature, such as "Edit a
Video File", to install a product with that ability.
Search
Search our website for products matching any keywords you type.
See more of our software
Browse our website for more software.
Subscribe to our newsletter
You can subscribe to our newsletter for announcements of new releases and discounts. You
can unsubscribe at any time.
See the latest discounts for purchase
See the latest discounts we are offering for purchasing our products.
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Software License Terms
1.

The copyrights in this software and any visual or audio work distributed with the software
belong to NCH Software and others listed in the about box. All rights are reserved.
Installation of this software and any software bundled with or installed-on-demand from this
software is licensed only in accordance with these terms.

2.

By installing, using or distributing this software you, on your own behalf and on behalf of
your employer or principal, agree to be bound by these terms. If you do not agree to any of
these terms, you may not use, copy, transmit, distribute, nor install this software - return it
to the place of purchase within 14 days to receive a full refund.

3.

This software, and all accompanying files, data and materials, are distributed "as is" and
with no warranties of any kind, whether express or implied except as required by law. If you
intend to rely on this software for critical purposes you must test it fully prior to using it,
install redundant systems and assume any risk.

4.

We will not be liable for any loss arising out of the use of this software including, but not
limited to, any special, incidental or consequential loss. Your entire remedy against us for
all claims is limited to receiving a full refund for the amount you paid for the software.

5.

You may not use this software in any circumstances where there is any risk that failure of
this software might result in a physical injury or loss of life. You agree to indemnify us from
any claims relating to such unauthorized use.

6.

You may copy or distribute the installation file of this software in its complete unaltered
form but you may not, under any circumstances, distribute any software registration code
for any of our programs without written permission. In the event that you do distribute a
software registration code, you will be liable to pay the full purchase price for each location
where the unauthorized use occurs.

7.

Use of statistics collected by the software is subject to the NCH Software Privacy
Statement which allows automatic anonymized collection of usage statistics in limited
circumstances.

8.

The contract arising out of this agreement is governed by the laws and courts of the
Australian Capital Territory.
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